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Abstract

The Southern Apenmines Thrust Belt (SATB) is a prolific petroleum province in Italy . In this
work, we reconstruct its structural evolution since the Messinian and the timing of hydrocarbon
generation and expulsion, integrating geological and geochemical constraints . The main

exploration target in SATB is the Cretaceous part of the carbonate Apulian Platform that forens
the deepest structures of the SATB below the outcropping Meso-cenozoic Allochthonous
Complex. Forward structural modeping and thermal modeping have been performed along an
almost 130 km long regional line, that crosses the Val d'Agri, where major oil discoveries are
located. This forward modelleng was performed with the Thrustpack code (Sassi & Rudkiewicz,
2000) .

Present-day geometry has been reconstructed integrating seismic, wens and surface data . A
structural-setting involving the bottom of Apulian Platform and lts base (Perenlam plus
Basement) by means of thrusts faults deep-rooted withen the crost is presented . . In order to
investigate the petroleum system evolution, the timing of deformation has been defined
integrating subsurface and surface data . The migrating foredeep-forebulge system of the SATB
was reconstructed using geometrical, geochemical and thermal constraints . Then, the conductive
thermal regime has been calibrated upon present-day temperatures and vitrinite reflectance,
leading to the hydrocarbon generation and expulsion history from the source rock withen the
Apulian Platform. Implication for structural interpretation and Petroleum exploration are
discussed .

Structural and Thermal Modellen g
The alen of this paper is to demonstrate, using the Thrustpack program, that a 2D innovative

methodology, exists to predict the timing of Hydrocarbon generation and trapping in areas
affected by thrust tectonic and to validate the structural interpretation . The SATB has been
chosen as the pilot geological context to test this methodology . Almost forty years of gas and
petroleum exploration in Italy gave acces to a large amount of subsurface data . The results
presented in this paper have been achieved using mainly unpublished data available in Enterprise
Oi! Italiana database and subordinately from published data . The modelleng has been applied
along a regional line cutting through the area where the main oil discovery are located.

Regionally, two main geological members can be identified : the Allochthonous and the

Apulian Platform. The former is an ensemble of Meso-Cenozoic accreted units detached Erom
their original basement . Its complex intermal geometry has been simplified for modelleng
purposes and approximated to an homogeneous body . The Apulian Platform is modelled as an
almost continuous carbonate platform currently representing the main oil exploration target i n
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(almost 15 kin) and the Allochthonous . The laffer advanced almost forty kilometres to reach its
present day position .

The deforrnation stages are shows in Fig .2 where accreted Allochthonous tectonic units
ovcn-idc the tlexuring Apulian Platform where foredeep sediments were deposited . Possible



interplay hctween thrust tectonies drieen by subdtiction processas and gravity sliding

mechani ms tri gered by thc uplift of Apulian Platform faulted blocks Evere qualitatively

modelled to explain the Allochthonous wedgo emplacement . The timing Ot' strUctural

defonnation was basccí upon the altes of the Pliocene fotodoop sediments drilled on top of

Apulian Platform . These are younger movir►g forelandward (noi-tli-eastward) . Allochthonous

t3lrust over the f1exuring Apulian Platforni afkat, or at least during the age of these deposits whilst

thc Apulian Platform wilt never be thrust before the Allochthonotis emplacement .

The migrating I'oredeep-forebulge tiystern of the SATB reprtsents the keystone to perform

1'orx\,ard modellink of the thrust belt -eolo-ical evolution . In the geological literature nt«nicrous

studies on foreland tlctural modeEling in thrust beits dist (Jordan, 1981 ; Lyon-Caen & Molaar,

1983 ; Karnar & Watts, 1983 ; Royden, 1988) . Most of theet mainly deal witti the foredeep

present-day geornetry or witli their latent evolution stages (Waschbusch & Roycíen, 1992) . In

order to constrain the progrestiive Apulian Platform flexuring through time, the Pliocene

foredeep deposits directly overlying the Apuliat3 PlatForni have been uscd to inter thé position

and a`~c of~cliffe~~ent foreland onlap proximal to the correspundin`~ peripheral buf~e . The an`,Ie of

cash tltxural profile results from a trial and error approach, during which the toetonic wedge

shape through tinre (palen-i«pography), the thrusts' geometry and rclativt displacement, and

tïnally the thcrmal and maturity indicators acted as constraints . The fleXural angle increased

througli time, as shown by the relation between fotodoop deposit thickness and f`órelandward

onlap shift . Out reconstruction starts at Messinian time (7 .2 Ma) durin, evaporite Iormaticm

along the internal area (south-westward). A regional tiplift phase was modelled during t11e Late

Pleistocene tivilc assuiliin`~ a constant uplift rata of 1 .2 km/Ma (Bordoni & Valensise, 1998)

during the last 0 .660 Ma (Patacca & Scandone, 1999) .

The calibrated ternperatEare and maturity indicators are shown in Fi g.3 . Ohservation points A,

B and C taptenant respectively the Tempa Rosa, M Alpi and tïnally the Interaal trends .
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~' . '. space-dependent but
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-- ~- -- ~ .

_- - -~ ~ indicators (Ro) and surlacc
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(Mongelli et cri ., 1989) .

e Observed versus calculated

temperat ► •es show a dood

fit alom the threc points . in

point B dif'fereiices are in

the order of 5-10 °C, which

is approximatcly the

Fï ,m rc 3 - VoA ,;] cnlihrati on re~ul l ~ . precision of the llle~ltilll'C d
BIiT. The maturity in the

1 171t1'I]AI trend (point C) cannot be calibrated without affecting the calibration in the more L\iC["11 al
trend M . Ali . In order to calibrate the maturity on the interaal trend , point C Should undergo a
burial and thermal history similar to that of the point D .
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Discusion and Conclusio n
The Thrt ► stpacf: forward and thermal modr.lling titrongly suggest that the short displacement

assumed between M Alpi and the Internal trends cannot explain the observed different matiu•ity,
simply because there is not enough spacc to introduce stroeg lateral thermal or burial bistory
variations without affecting M Alpi trend too . Points D shows that in order to reach conditions
through time able to allow such obscn~ed Ro range, the structural interpretation in the interml
zone neecls to be reviewed . The reconstructed geological evolution through time shows a feasiblc
scenario for the Tempa Rossa and M Alpi white in the internat area two main alternatives ca n be
proposc:d, imrlying different petroleum exploration scenarios :

1 . cither the structural interpretation drieen by the scismic is valid and the maturity data needs
to he rei ised to lom:er valueti ; or

2 . the maturity indicators collected along the internat trend are valid and suggest that M Alpi
and Internal trend veere originally more distant and nowadays juxtaposed by greater shortening
alom thrust faults, as possibly sketched in Fig .4 . This schematic geometry would drastically
reduce the shortening difference bctvveen the Apulian Platform and the Allochthonous .

InternalTrend M Alp i
~_ __-- - Tempa Ros a

-- '- `
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Fi~ure 4 - Alteniati\ c structural inlcrprctation .
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